Revive

Bathroom

Enzymatic Bathroom Cleaner
Description
Residues of urine and other bodily fluids are a major cause of
severe odors and stains in restroom and lavatory
environments. The most effective way to remove these
odors and stains are through enzyme digestion. Revive has
been specifically formulated to eliminate organic waste and
deposits from lavatory and restroom areas through digestion
by enzyme‐producing bacteria. The enzymatic action works
quickly to digest urine, fecal, and vomit resides from toilets,
basins, urinals, and porous tiles when used on a regular
basis. Revive also contains complex surfactants to superiorly
clean all bathroom surfaces including porcelain and enamel.
When used in mopping applications, any remaining solution
can be poured into drain pipes to help prevent buildup and
keep plumbing running freely.

Directions for Use
Apply several ounces of Revive to the bowl depending on
residues and soiling. Swab bowl or urinal and allow sitting
in bowl as long as possible. Apply product by using a
trigger sprayer directly to hard surfaces and wipe clean.
When mopping, dilute product 4:1 with warm water and
apply liberally to tiles and grout. For heavily stained and
foul smelling areas, product’s concentration should be
increased and allow to remain on surface as long as
possible.

Features & Benefits







Digest organic matter
Neutralizes malodors
Eliminates urine and body fluid residue
Keeps drain pipes running free
Totally biodegradable
Certified salmonella free

Specifications
Appearance:
Odor:
PH
Specific Gravity:
Detergency:
Biodegradable:

Hazy Light Green
Cherry
6.5 – 7.5
1.0
Excellent
Yes

Dilution
Bowl Cleaner………………………………………………..Ready to Use
Floor Cleaner…………………………………1:4 (32 ounces / gallon)

Safety Cautions

Available Sizes

• Keep out of reach of children
• Prior to using this or any cleaning product, make sure employees
read and understand the hazard information found on the product
label and Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS). The label and MSDS
will also provide information on handling precautions, protective
equipment and first aid instructions which might be appropriate
for this product.

Case/ 12x1 quart: Item # 899202
Case/ 4x1 gallon: Item # 899204
Pail / 5 gallon: Item # 899205
Drum / 55 gallon: Item # 899206
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